
Self-recording guidelines for service videos 

 

Recording a meditation, offering, or other message from home?  General tips below.  

 

Want truly specific input on your current video results?   Ask Erin erinm@seattleunity.org and we’ll 

determine your most efficient next-step, whether you have tons of skill/resources or very little.   

Don’t be shy about asking for help.    

And even if you basically know what you’re doing, these tips will help you keep improving, rather 

than getting stuck in what-was-good-enough.    

Improve your framing. 

Think of your frame in thirds.  For talking 

heads speaking directly to camera, keep 

your eyes almost up to the upper two-

thirds line. You only need two fingers of 

space between top of head and frame.  

 Also pay attention to size of the head/face within the frame.   

Below, the first example is more standard.  The second is more casual/contemporary, the third 

implies there’s something above the person’s head that is more interesting than the person.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frame off center if there will 

be graphics filling in the space. 

OR, if the speaker is talking to 

someone off camera, as in 

interview-style ads, the leave 

open space in the direction of 

the other person.   
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Angle and height of camera 

The camera is the audience, so ask yourself if they want 

to be looked down on, up to, or right at.  In general, put 

camera at eye level or a bit higher than speaker, but not 

lower.  Most webcams, laptops, and tabletop tripods are 

way too low.   

Position notes or cue cards so that looking at them now 

and then can look fairly natural, but not uncannily shifty. 

Watch how the plane of the face and eyelid position 

(looking up at or down at) changes the look. Consider your intention, and how direct you want to be.   

 

Consider a nice tall tripod 

Avoid shaky-cam, unless “we’re on the move” is the point of the video.  People get queasy and 

mistrustful if the camera shakes or sags.   A nice tall tripod helps ensure your device is stable enough 

that it won’t move when you tap it to start or stop.    

 

Format Orientation 

 

Note: for church vids, we need Landscape format, not Portrait  

(so, think television or movies theatre, not Instagram or TikTok). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rotation: 

Check rotation so it doesn’t make people queasy. You might need to rotate to get a straight vertical 

axis, or a straight horizontal axis.  Sometimes, the perspective issues from the lens can makes things 

hard, but use your eye to avoid the uncanny valley of almost-but-noticeably-not-quite straight. 

 

  

In this example, the vertical line is the most noticeable, so straightening that axis helps more than 

straightening the horizontal bookshelf line.  But each shot is different, so it depends.  

Also pay attention to backgrounds, they tell stories, in specific languages. Think about a housewares 

catalog that your audience would find attractive.  (Not someone’s else’s audience, but yours.) 

 

Improve your sound. 

Critical for longer vids and meditations.  For visual issues, we notice immediately but can often get 

used to it.  For sound issues, we notice slower but it becomes mentally wearing and leads to people 

turning off the video entirely.   

Top mental-wear issue:  speaker is too reverby.   

Free fixes:  get closer to your mic, and cover the room’s hard surfaces with fabric.  Carpets, big 

towels, couches, pillows, and blankets are all great for softening that reverb.   

Consider a lapel mic, aka lavalier mic. Cheap ones 

start around $20.  Test when you clip it so your 

casual movement doesn’t create rustling noise. 

White noise is also troublesome. Many people 

speak too quietly, not realizing that in post-

production, we’ll have to crank up the volume, 

which means the white noise goes up bigtime.   

White noise and background noise is particularly 

hard on elder viewers with hearing issues.   

For meditation, be very close to the mic, and test-listen before completing the recording.  

 



Improve Your Lighting  

Only #9 has what we’d recognize as good lighting:  no major shadows or hotspots, balanced, no weird 

facial contour skewing, no weird color issues, and it makes the pic look like the camera is more 

expensive.  #9 is what happens when you film during daylight, in the shade.    

If you need to add to natural lighting, use soft, diffuse light.   

 

 

 

 



Improve your video clarity.    

Do the lighting fix first, because better lighting makes the product way less grainy. 

Then consider the recording quality settings on your camera.  Generally, a mid level iPhone or 

Android phone is fine.  If it’s a short vid, recording in HD mode is okay.  Careful, though, file sizes get 

out of hand fast, and then the files can’t be transferred or edited easily.   

Don’t use Zoom to record, though, unless it is 

specifically a Zoom class or gathering.  Not only are 

most webcams blurry to start with (smaller processor 

capacity) but then Zoom itself compresses the files in 

recording.  So does Youtube, and sometimes Vimeo.  

Compression helps people transfer files easily, but it 

also makes a great original vid look grainy and blurry.   

(Though nice horizontal ceiling line.) 

 

Test, rehearse, and give yourself time to change your mind 

Almost no one says “gosh this was faster than I thought it would be.”  Consider your content 

carefully, and give yourself a few test recording snippets, so you don’t finish your whole thing and 

then notice you have a hole in your shirt.  Or there’s a problem with the framing.        

 

Sending us your vid 

WeTransfer is the easiest for first time users, and uses lossless compression.  https://wetransfer.com/  

Google drive is good, too, use just please send a shareable PUBLIC link to the file.  A public link is best, 

because it won’t matter which staffer needs to access the file on which machine.    

 

Before you hit record 

Your Checklist: 

    Framing and background 

    Camera height and angle 

    Orientation/rotation 

    Lighting 

    Sound 

    Clarity 

    Content 
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